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Another Quarter, another issue of 'in Miniature'. This time we have the lastt instalment of the RAN Firefly T/
T article as promised, Some Piper Cub schemes and an addendum to the DH Dove article. I have also
introduced a new regular theme of technical illustrations to go with an article in each issue (where available).
Don't forget that some articles have multiple HTML pages ('click' on the next buttons) and that one should
click on any thumbnail pictures to load a larger copy.
As usual I have to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their articles and photos this
issue, in particular the following - Mick Mirkovic, John Hopton, the late 'Windy Gaele,, Owen Lambert, Clarke
Cone, Ley Reynolds, Gary Wickham, pETER mALONE. Alan Yee, & the AHMWA. Don't forget that all
photos credited to these individuals are subject to copyright and cannot be reproduced without their written
permission. I also am grateful to Shane Black and Ozmods for the review material.
Don't forget that all and any contributions to this publication are always welcomed, so send any material to
the editorial address (P.O Box and email listed at the end of this page), or hand it to me at club meetings.

Steve Mackenzie - Editor
Except where noted, all material in IN miniature remains the copyright of the
author, editors and IPMS
NSW. Reproduction of any
material is prohibited without
written permission of the
copyright holders.
All correspondence to:
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c/o P.O. Box 175
Belmore 2192
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The Piper L-4 Cub – Part 1
Possibly the most common U.S light plane prior to World War II was
the Piper J-2 and 3 ‘Cubs’ several thousand of which were built for the
prewar civil market. In the late 30’s the U.S Army was becaning increasingly unhappy with the service provided by the Air Corps with it’s
current observation types such as the 0-49 which were too big and
conplex to serve under the rough conditions experienced in the field by
the Army units. What they wanted was a very simple type, able to be
maintained and operated in the field without the necessity for specialised equipnent or airstrips (i.e a flying jeep).
In 1941 the Army invited several manufacturers to provide their products on loan to be tested during the large excercises held that year.
Taylorcraft, Aeronaca and Piper respo-nded and all were awarded production contracts at the end of the evaluations. The most numerous of
the resulting Liason class of aircraft was the Piper L-4 ‘Cub’ which was
a military version of the canpany’s J-3 product. The first 44 aircraft
(originally known as the 0-59) had the J-3 style canopy, but the 0-59A
(L-4A) was evolved to meet Army requirenents (with modified cockpit
enclosure, radio, generator etc) . Eventually a total of over 5000 of the
L-4A to J variants were produced. In addition 2000 J-3 models were
delivered for the Civil Pilot Training Programe.

The Kits
There have been a number of ‘Cub’ kits over the years. The largest is
a recent 1/35 scale (to go with their AFV kits) by Bronco. Heller do a
military L-4 in 1/48 scale which has also been released under the Smer
label. Hobbycraft do a J-3 in the sane scale with a seperate kit which I
have not seen labelled as a L-4 (I assume they give you a different fuselage for this version). This was later re-released by Ki-Tech (KT)
from China who acquired the moulds. .

In 1/72 scale there was a Rareplane vacform which was later joined by
a short run injection kit fran Meikraft fran the U.S. I have not seen this
but their kits are usually reasonably accurate but with a lot of flash etc.
The latest 1/72 L-4 kits are a pair made by KP. The kits differ by the
second including floats instead of the wheeled undercarraige (by the
way there were several types of floats fitted to L-4 aircraft and those in
the kit may differ slightly to those of the aircraft which I have drawn) .
These kits are very nice, even the decals are much improved on those
in previous KP kits.
There are also several 1PA-18 Super Cub kits in 1/32, 1/48 and 1/72
scales but this a considerably different aircraft and is not covered in
this article.

Accessories
I don’t know of any specialist decals for L-4 aircraft but most of the

schemes which I have drawn would not be hard to make up fran other
sources. There is a brass etched detailing set available from Eduard
which was intended for the Meikraft kit

Colour Schemes
External - Liason aircraft were painted in the standard Air Corps colours of the time (i. e Olive Drab No.41 uppersurfaces and Nuetral Grey
No.43 lowersurfaces). There was a slight overspray on the denarcation
lines (probably not noticable in 1/72). Medium Green No.42 was specified for patches applied to the edges of the flying surfaces (upper) but
this does not appear to have been applied that often on L-4 aircraft.
Sane aircraft were repainted in Silver dope on all surfaces late in the
war as illustrated.
Internal - The entire interior of L-4 variants was painted in Olive Drab

National Insignia
The U.S national insignia was normally carried in 4 positions (both
sides of fuselage, above port wing and below stardboard) . It varied
depending on the exact time frane involved as to colour and shape
(see drawings). See the drawing notes for the sictuation in regard to
the other countries drawn.

Serial Numbers
Also known as the tail number this was applied to both sides of the fin
in Yellow (Black on sane early aircraft). For sane reason airfranes delivered without a radio as part of their fit did not have a serial applied at
the factory. Sometimes these were later applied in the field leading to
non standard application. This also explains why so many of the aircraft drawn are devoid of a serial.

General Notes
The bast reference to any of the U.S Liason/Field Artillery types is by
and away ‘The Fighting Grasshoppers’ by Ken Wakefield. Originally
published in the U.K by Midland Counties it has more recently been
reprinted in the U.S.A by Motorbooks International. It is highly recarrnended if you are interested in these types.
Also I have not run the Reference photos as usual as that would involve a lot of work in scanning from various books. All the Refs are
listed for those interested. This article has 50/50 redrawn profiles from
the original 1992 article (issue 9/2) and new material. There are lots of
Piper L-4 schemes, Part 2 will be in the next issue

by Steve Mackenzie

Piper J-3, '9', June 1941, USA.
Uppersurfaces Olive Drab (early Brownish version). Lowersurfaces Orange (the airframe was painted on the Uppersurfaces leaving the lowers
in their original civil Orange colour). Tail number Yellow. White crosses in 4 positionS (this was one of the original trial airframes used in the
June 1941 excercises). ‘ARMY’ under port wing (facing to front). Note J-3 style canopy on this early aircraft. Ref : 'Fighting Grasshoppers' by
Ken Wakefield (Midland Counties).
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Piper 0-59, 42-4827, 1942, USA.
Uppersurfaces Olive Drab (early Brownish version). Lowersurfaces Nuetral Grey. Tail numbers Yellow. Early roundels with Red centre in 4 positions.
‘ARMY’ under port wing (facing to front). Note J-3 style canopy on this early aircraft. Ref : Warbirds Illustrated No.15 American Warplanes WWII to
Korea vol 1. J.Ethell (A & A.P).

Piper L-4B, serial unknown, ‘HL-6.7/8’, 78 F.G, United Kingdom, 1943.
Uppersurfaces Olive Drab, Lowersurfaces Nuetral Grey. Blue/White stars in usual 4 positions. Fuselage codes in White. No serial carried on aircraft.
Sharkmouth Red with very smal1 White teeth. Ref : The Mighty Eighth. R.Freeman (Macdonalds) P.282.

Piper HE-1 Ambulance, serial 43-0236, U.S Navy, SWPA, , 1943.
Overall TRainer Yellow. Red/ White Ambulace roundels in 3 positions. (there is another of the same size, centred on the upper wing centre section).
Blue/ White cocades in all 4 wing positions. Fuselage and tail markings in Black.Note that the HE-1 is based on the J-5 coupe version which is 6"
wider than a standard Cub. Ref: Air Classics 3/4 P.8.
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Piper L-4, 'P1', Caracao, Dutch Antiles, 1944.
Uppersurfaces Olive Drab, Lowersurfaces Nuetral Grey. Red/ White/ Blue bars in 6 positions (Red on top on fuselage and forward on wings). 'P1' on
tail in Yellow. Ref : Typi Broni I Ozbrojenia (Polish Profiles) No.130 P.17.

Piper L-4A, 42-36204, Operation Torch, Nov 1942..
Uppersurfaces Olive Drab, Lowersurfaces Nuetral Grey. Tail number Yellow. U.S Cocades in 4 positions outlined in Yellow (this and the Yellow nose
were intended to indicate that the three Cubs flown off USS Ranger were friendly to Allied Forces). Ref: 'Air Force Colours Vol 2' by Dana Bell
(Squadron Signal). P.16.

Piper L-4, 42-32201, Hqs US 5th Army, Italy, Dec 1943.
Uppersurfaces Olive Drab, Lowersurfaces Nuetral Grey. Tail number Yellow. U.S Insignia in 4 positions outlined in Red (despite being used by Gen
Arnold during a visit to Italy in Dec 1943, the US insignia has not yet been updated to the new standard of Insignia Blue outline). Letter 'A' in White.
5th Army insignia on tailfin. Ref: 'Air Force Colours Vol 2' by Dana Bell (Squadron Signal). P.84.
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Piper L-4H, 44-79678, US Army V Corps Field Artillery, France, 1944.
Uppersurfaces Olive Drab, Lowersurfaces Nuetral Grey with Medium Green random patches on tail planes and wings. Tail number Yellow. U.S
Insignia in 4 positions outlined in Insignia Blue. Code Letters '39-F' in White. Full D-Day I.D striping around both Wings and Fuselage. Ref: 'Air Force
Colours Vol 2' by Dana Bell (Squadron Signal). P.66.

Scrap view of the wing showing the D-Day striping. Note that this is NTS with the profiles.

Piper L-4H, 43-30013, US Army Artillery unit, France, 1944.
Uppersurfaces Olive Drab, Lowersurfaces Nuetral Grey with Medium Green random patches on tail planes and wings. Tail number Yellow. U.S
Insignia in 4 positions outlined in Insignia Blue. Code Letters '49-L' in White. Full D-Day I.D striping around the Fuselage, but none on the wings.
Ref: 'Air Force Colours Vol 2' by Dana Bell (Squadron Signal). P.75.
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Piper L-4H, 44-80022, US Army 2nd Armoured Division Field Artillery, France, 1944.
Uppersurfaces Olive Drab, Lowersurfaces Nuetral Grey probably with Medium Green random patches on tail planes and wings. Tail number
Yellow. U.S Insignia in 4 positions outlined in Insignia Blue. Code Letters '63-C' in White. D-Day I.D striping is limited to the lower half of the
Fuselage only. Ref: 'Air Force Colours Vol 2' by Dana Bell (Squadron Signal). P.75.

Piper L-4, Floatplane, '3-S', unit unknown, probably Pacific, 1943.
Overall Aluminium Lacquer ('Silver' doped). U.S Insignia in 4 positions outlined in Red. Code Letters '3-S' in Black. No visible serial. Dark Grey
floats (see detail drawings). Ref: Air Classics Vol 9/3 P.19.

Detail drawing of the type of Floats installed on '3-S' above. Note however that this airframe did not have the auxilary fin below the rear fuselage (as
noted on Page 1, there are variations in the float setups used on Cubs). Also note that this is NTS with the profile.
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Piper L-4J, 41 CBW HQ, serial unknown, United Kingdom, April 1945
Overall Aluminium Lacquer ('Silver' doped). U.S Insignia in 4 positions outlined in Insignia Blue. Code 'V' in Black. Tail insignia is 3 superimposed
triangles coloured Red/ Black/ Yellow for the 3 BGs making up the 41 CBW. Ref: 'Air Force Colours Vol 2' by Dana Bell (Squadron Signal). P.61.

Piper L-4, 4854, Thai Air Force, Dec 1950/60s.
Overall Aluminium Lacquer ('Silver' doped). Thai Insignia in 6 positions plus Fin flashes are Red/ White/ Blue/ White/ Red Tail serial & markings in
Black. Unidentified Red triangle on forward fuselage. Ref: 'The Air forces of the World' (MacDonalds) 1957.

Piper L-4, '10', Czech Air Force, 1950/60s.
Overall Aluminium Lacquer ('Silver' doped). Czech Insignia in 6 positions including Fin flashes. Code '10' in Black. Ref: Typi Broni I Ozbrojenia
(Polish Profiles) No.130 P.9.
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German T-34s
by Ley Reynolds from details supplied by Piotr Choma
The Soviet T-34 was arguably the best Tank of WW.II and at one
stage the OKH allegadly considered manufacturing a copy in germany.
Although this came to nought, German units were quick to retain
captured T-34s that were still operational or could be repaired. There

was also a programme to modify captured vehicles to better suit
German needs, but there does not seem that any attempt was mase to
bring these to a common standard. The accompaying drawings show
some of the modifications.

T-34/76 with early style turret
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T-34/76 with later hexagonal style turret
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Fairey Firefly TT.5 and TT.6 - part 3

by Roger Lambert and Steve Mackenzie

Firefly TT.6 WB518 '842' Photo: John Hopton.
Colours and Markings
Specific Airframess
See last issue (24/1) for details of the colour schemes used by the
firefly TT airframes. The only known examples that do not fall into the
usual Silver' scheme are side number 242 covered last issue (which
was in the EDSG/ Sky scheme) and the two 'Warbird' schemes used
on airframe WD826 when it was with the RAN Historic Flight in the
1990s shown in this issue.
Earlier they had carried the T/T gear on airframes which were in the
standard camouflage scheme of the time (Extra Dark Sea Grey over
Sky fuselages and lower surfaces). This scheme has not previosly
been illustated on the Firefly T/T, but we have two examples courtesy
of the late 'Windy' Gaele from the RAN Museum at Nowra who dug out
the photos for us.

At the time that the Firefly TTs came out of service, there appears to
have been eight (8) of them still in use, '903' and '907' from 725
Squadron covered last issue and a group of airframes coded with side
numbers '842 to 847' inclusive from 723 Squadron illustrated this time.
In addition we have the two schemes used on WD826 when it was
with the RAN Historic Flight plus a couple of odd airframes about
which little is known at this stage.
WB306 ‘890’
First of all an erratum. Last issue this profile was included but the
lower surface Yellow/ Black colours were accidetally obscured behind

Fairey Firefly TT.5, 725 Squadron RAN, serial WB306, '890', RANAS Nowra.
Basically the standard 1950/1960s TT scheme (see last issue) with the 'NAVY' titles a long way forward. Fuselage number '890', 'NAVY' titles,
and serial (under tailplanes) are all in Black. Spinner is divided Yellow/ Black. Kangaroo style roundels are carried in six positions.
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WB518 ‘842/NW’
First of the batch of 723 Squadron airframes covered in this issue. In
the standard 'Silver' scheme, the only odd addition is that the rudder is
painted a grey colour. This is probably the same as the painted rudder
on '889' illustrated last issue. It indicates that Roger was probably
correct when he said that the rudder on '889' was not Yellow as I had
proposed.

Firefly TT.6 WB518 '842' at Nowra Photos: Dave Clark /
APMA.

Fairey Firefly TT.6, 723 Squadron RAN, serial WB518, '842', RANAS Nowra.
Basically the standard 1950/1960s TT scheme (as above) . Fuselage number '842', 'NAVY' titles, 'NW' code and serial (under tailplanes) are all in
Black. Spinner is divided Yellow/ Black. Kangaroo style roundels are carried in six positions. Gray painted rudder at one stage per heading photo.
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Firefly TT.5 WB271 843 NW of 723 Sqn. Photo : Dick Hourigan.
WB271 ‘843/NW’
Dick Hourigan responded to our request last issue for anyone who had
a photo of '843' which was missing from our files. It turns out that this
side number was used by TT.5 WB271 in a colour scheme very similar
to '842' on the previous page, with the exception that it carried the 723
Squadron badge forward of the 'NW' code on the tail fin.

Fairey Firefly TT.5, 723 Squadron RAN, serial WB271, 843/NW, RANAS Nowra.
Basically the standard 1950/1960s TT scheme (as previous). Fuselage number '843', 'NAVY' titles, 'NW' code (in a thicker stroke) and serial (under
tailplanes) are all in Black. Spinner is divided Yellow/ Black. Kangaroo style roundels are carried in six positions. Gray painted rudder at one stage
per heading photo. See profile of '846' for details of the 723 Squadron badge.
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Firefly TT.5 WB271 843 NW of 723 Sqn. Photo : Dick Hourigan.
VX388 ‘844/NW’
Last issue we had some photos of VX388 after it came out of TT
service, with it's side number reoved.At the time we asked for any
further info that someone may have. The guys at the RAN Museum

managed to find one photo of it in service as '844' (albiet from a bad
angle). Because of that I have had to make a couple of assumptions
with the drawing, such as that it probably carried the 'NW' coding etc
as all the others in this 723 Squadron batch are similarly marked.

Fairey Firefly TT.5, 723 Squadron RAN, serial VX388, 844/NW, RANAS Nowra.
Basically the standard 1950/1960s TT scheme (as on '842' previously). Fuselage number '844', 'NAVY' titles, 'NW' code and serial (under tailplanes)
are all in Black. Spinner is divided Yellow/ Black. Kangaroo style roundels are carried in six positions.
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Photo : RAN Museum via Owen Lambert/ 'Windy' Gaele.
WD826 ‘845/NW’
This 723 Squadron airframe is very similar to the others except that
the available photos show it without the 'NW' code on the fin. It is very
likely however that it did carry this in line with the others when it was in
active service.

Fairey Firefly TT.6, 723 Squadron RAN, serial WD826, 845, RANAS Nowra.
Basically the standard 1950/1960s TT scheme (as on '842' previously). Fuselage number '845', 'NAVY' titles and serial (under tailplanes) are all in
Black. Spinner is divided Yellow/ Black. Kangaroo style roundels are carried in six positions.
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Fairey Firefly TT.6 WD901 846/NW. Photo: John Hopton.
WD901 ‘846/NW’
Another 723 squadron example was WD901, carrying side number '846'. It also at
one stage had the unit badge on the fin above the 'NW' coding for Nowra. The
starboard side photo does not show it, so it is possible that the badge was only
carried to Port while the machine was in service.

Fairey Firefly TT.6, 723 Squadron RAN, serial WD901, 846/NW, RANAS Nowra.
Basically the standard 1950/1960s TT scheme (as on '842' previously). Fuselage number '844', 'NAVY' titles, 'NW' code and serial (under tailplanes)
are all in Black. Spinner is divided Yellow/ Black. Kangaroo style roundels are carried in six positions.
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Firefly TT.6 WD828 ‘846/NW’ of 723 Squadron RAN, after being taken out of service. The Mobil oil logos on the tail fin, nose and drop tank were
added for the transfer flight to the Moorabbin museum to acknowledge the sponsorship that Mobil provided to cover the costs of transfer. Photo:
Dick Hourigan.

WD828 ‘847/NW’
WD828 '847' was purchased by Dick Hourigan on behalf of the
Moorabbin Air Museum and ferried to them carrying 'Mobil Oil'
sponsorship in several places. While Dick's colour photo above
appears to show the rudder in a dark Green colour, another from John
Hopton shows it as a Gray colour. This was eventually replaced with a
standard 'Silver' finished example. Also note on the Starboard side
photo below that the style of font used for '847' is different to the Port

side. Whether it was always like that or changed after Dick acquired it
is not known. Also the Anti-glare panel is shorter in one photo. These
small changes are not uncommon during an airframes lifetime, thus
any profile is a snapshot of one particular timeframe.

Fairey Firefly TT.6, 723 Squadron RAN, serial WD828, 847/NW, RANAS Nowra.
Basically the same 1950/1960s 'Silver' scheme as shown previously. Fuselage number '846', Anti-glare panel, 'NAVY' titles, and serial (under
tailplanes) are all in Black.Spinner is halved Yellow/ Black. Kangaroo style roundels are carried in six positions. 'Mobil' title is carried on the fin in
Black/Red lettering on a white panel (see drawing for details). There are also Red Mobil Pegasus insignias carried on the fin, side of the nose and
the outer drop tanks.
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WD826 ‘891’ in it's odd EDSG/ Sky/ Black/ Yellow scheme while with the RAN Historical Flight in the 1990s. Photo: Peter
WD826 '891' and '245'
In the last issue we mentioned a drawing of WD826 '891' in the Wilson
book on the Firefly etc, which was in a very odd scheme of standard
camouflage of Extra Sark Sea Grey and Sky with Black stripes
underneath and Yellow 36" bands above the wings and rear fuselage.
To say the least we had doubts on such an odd scheme, thinking it may
be a mis-interpretation of the standard 'Silver'/ Yellow/ Black scheme.

At the time we did not have the photos to check it and asked if anyone
could help. Courtesy of Pete Malone we now have them. While the
scheme was accurately drawn in the book, what it did not say anywhere
was that the photos were taken at Point Cook in the 1990s when the
airframe was with the RAN Historical Flight, thus it is a 'Warbird' sheme.
There is no proof that such an odd scheme actually existed on any of
the airframes when they were in operational service..

Fairey Firefly TT.6, RAN Historical Flight, serial WD826, '891', Point Cook 1990s.
Scheme of standard camouflage of Extra Sark Sea Grey and Sky with Black stripes underneath and Yellow 36" bands above the wings and rear
fuselage. Fuselage number '891', 'NAVY' titles, and serial (under tailplanes) are all in Black. Spinner is divided Yellow/ Black. Kangaroo style
roundels are carried in six positions. This is actually an attractive scheme, shame it is only a 'Warbird' and not real.
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WD826 once again with the RAN Historical Flight as '245'. Photo : via 'Windy' Gaele.

Firefly TT.6 WD826 had another spurious 'Warbird' scheme while with
the RAN Historical Flight in the 90s. It appeared coded '245' in the
standard camouflage scheme of EDSG/ Sky with Black/ White Korean
War style I.D bands around the fuselage and wings. Once again this is
a 'Warbird'scheme and there is no photographic proof that any
airframe ever carried such while in service. Obviously if anyone has
PROOF to the contrary we would love to hear from you.

Fairey Firefly TT.6, RAN Historical Flight, serial WD826, '245', 1990s.
Standard camouflage scheme of EDSG/ Sky with Black/ White Korean War style I.D bands around the fuselage and wings.. Fuselage number '245',
'NAVY' titles, 'K' and serial (under tailplanes) are all in Black. Spinner is Red. 'D' type roundels are carried in six positions. There are two further
photos of this scheme taken at the same time in the Wilson Book.
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Dave Clark took this photo of WD827 during a visit to Nowra. Unfortunately which side number it carried is unknown.
Photo: Dave Clark
TT.6 WD827

TT.6 WD840

There are a couple more known airframes about which little is known.
Dave Clark from APMA took the above photo of WD827 at Nowra.
Unfortunately little is known about it's career as a Target Tug (it has
never been listed in any other known source as such). The main reason
appears to be that it was apparently converted back to a standard
airframe (with the side number '911') while still in service. It went to the
Air League at Bankstown, marked as '911' prior to 1966.

There are a number of known photos of WD840 after it came out of
service, marked in a similar style to the 723 Squadron airframes in the
'842-847' series but with it's side number removed. At this stage we
don't have any photos of it carrying a side number so have no info re
how it was marked. Another little mystery that we would be glad to hear
from anyone who may have more info.

A photo of WD840 in the standard 'Silver' scheme but no side number. Photo: G.Goodall via John Hopton.
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PHOTOPAGE 1
In addition to the illustrations used in the layout for this printed version of
the article, there were quite a few extra photos in the original electronic
version. Most are presented on these two photopages for your interest.

WB518 ‘842’

WD826 ‘845/NW’

‘846’ and ‘847’
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PHOTOPAGE 2

Acknowledements - Roger and I must thank the following people
who kindly provided photos and other information for this Firefly series
to enable us to make it much more comprehensive than anything
published previously on the subject. They are: Dick Hourigan, John
Hopton, Peter Malone, Dave Clark, the late 'Windy' Gaele and Owen
Lambert from the RAN Museum, plus Phil Thompson.

Photo Credits on these two photopages belong to the following : Dick
Hourigan, John Hopton, Peter Malone, Dave Clark, the late 'Windy'
Gaele and Owen Lambert from the RAN Museum,

WD828 ‘847’

WD826 ‘891’

WD840 and WD827 ‘911’
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Potez 36

Heading photo of Ley's model
Historical Notes
One of the intriguing things about the Spanish Civil War is the large
number of aircraft types employed by the two protagonists – at last
count 281 different types, not including variants of a particular type. On
the Republican side many of these were French civil aircraft, little
documented outside France. To model any of these often requires
major conversions or scratchbuilding.
My long-term plan is to build a collection of SCW types and some of
the more obscure aircraft must be included, one being the Potez 36.
Three such aircraft served in Spain with the Republicans – EC-AUU,
Model 36/13 with Salmson 7Ac radial; EC-AYY, Model 36/14 with
Renault 4Pb in-line; and F-ALJQ, Model 36/13 engined as before. To
date, no photographs of any of these have come to light so details of
colours are lacking. However it is “odds on” that, at least initially, the
civil registrations were retained and red bands painted around the
wings and fuselage.

by Ley Reynolds

The end result is shown in the accompanying photographs and it
achieved a Gold Award at the NSW Championships a couple of years
ago.
With Sod’s Law in full operation, last year the French magazine,
Avions, included a multi-part article complete with 1/72 drawings.
These show that the wing chord is somewhat greater than I calculated.
The Handley Page slats are more prominent and the cylinder heads
protrude further above the cowl also, while the cylinder-head cover
seems to have been left off in most cases.

The Model
I must first state that absolute dimensional accuracy is not an
overriding concern for me and I’m happy if the end result is 1/72 scale
and looks dimensionally in proportion. So, with a set of basic
dimensions (length, span, height
and wing area) and a few
photographs I set to work. The best side-view photograph was
reduced to 1/72 and I calculated an approximate wing chord. I then
cast around for a suitable kit to form the basis of this model and found
that the Airfix Auster would do nicely. The wings were suitably modified
and slats added, fin/rudder/tailplanes fabricated from plasticard and
the cowl made with formers and Milliput. The struts were cut from
Aeroclub aerofoil sections of the appropriate size.
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Temora Air Day Part 3

By Gary Wickham

The Temora Avon Sabre A94-983 made it's maiden public flight since
the restoration on 08 September 2009. Gary Wickham passed me a
large number of images that he took on the flying day of the restored
Sabre. He also passed me a collection of images of the other
particpants on the day which I have made a selection of to run in this
issue. (Editor)
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de Havilland DH.104 'Dove' in local service - part 3a

Southern Airlines Anson VH-GVD at their base in Goulbourn. Photo: John Hopton.

By Steve Mackenzie

As a follow-up to our de havilland DH.104 Dove material in the last
issue (24/1), John Hopton wrote to say that I had made a 'major boob'
with the colours of the two Southern Airlines airframes (VH-GVE and
VH-GVF) as they were in their original scheme with the cursive script
company titles on the upper fuselage.
John advised " the initial colour used on these machines was a
Green - very similar to the zgreen on the attached image of their
Anson VH-GVD,it was NOT EVER any shade of Red! He also went on
to say"Secondly, the red used in the later scheme was a quite dark
colour, a shade or two darker than your traditional "Pillar-Box Red".
For the later scheme (with the Red tail and superimposed White 'S')
see the colour photo of one of the two machines that was included with
the article for a more correct version of the Red colour. With the earlier
scheme with the Green chrat lines, I have rworked the drawings and
present them again below.
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de Havilland DH 104 Dove, VH-GVE, Southern Airlines, circa 1955-56.
This scheme is polished NMF, with a gloss White upper fuselage and vertical tail. The coloured strip encompassing the windows and upper nose
is Bronze Green. The 'Southern Airlines' logos are Black (either side of fuselage) as are the Regos VH-VGE. The vertical tail in this scheme has
a Bronze Green design consisting of 6 scalloped shapes emanating from the Bronze Green area at the front of the fin. Note the whip aerial and
the additional D/F loop on the upper fuselage (removed later) on this one. Note that the 'last' letter (E) of the rego is carried on the nose wheel
door in Black.

de Havilland DH 104 Dove, VH-GVF, Southern Airlines, circa 1955-56.
Colour scheme is identical to that of VH-GVE above (see notes), with no D/F loop and the 'Southern Airlines' titles positioned further to the rear.
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Kits/Models of Armoured Trains

Top

By Ley Reynolds
Available Kits
Type OB-3 Armoured Train
Kits of locomotives and rail wagons have never been thick on the
ground. In the 1960s and early-70s Airfix had a fair range of British
subjects – and a collection of lineside buildings and railway
equipment – all of which disappeared for some years, only to
reappear under the Dapol brand. There are also a couple of
companies producing wagon/carriage kits aimed at railway modelers –
as these are designed as working models they incorporate some
overscale features especially the wheels and couplings. Until recently
these plus a deal of scratchbuilding were the only basis for armoured
train components.
About 3 years ago, Mach 2 released an impressive German BP44
armoured train as two kits. I have one part of this train but have yet to
start it.

The accompanying photographs show work on an artillery wagon
from the Type OB-3 Armoured Train. To add some interest, I decided
to open up a couple of hatches which, in turn, required the cannon
and machine gun breeches to be scratchbuilt and added internally.

Tractor Termicos Blindado
This armoured diesel shunting locomotive from the Spanish Civil War
was scratchbuilt with some of the minor components coming from the
aforementioned Dapol range of kits. As the photographs show, the
armoured shell was fabricated from plasticard of various thicknesses.

In the last 18 months, the Ukrainian company, UM, has released kits
of several Soviet armoured railcars and two armoured trains. The
mouldings are well thought-out to maximize the use of common parts
and this usually results in a useful collection of spares on the
completion of each model. The parts are flash-free, if somewhat
simplified and construction is straightforward with excellent fit.
Detailing is a mixed bag – the bolt-heads are a bit overscale while
hatches, hinges, grabrails and the like are provided in etch-brass.
These items are so thin as to almost disappear under a coat of paint.
To rectify this problem I have resorted to gluing the etch-brass items
to thin plasticard to “bulk” them up a bit and this has the bonus of
making them easier to glue to the other kit parts.
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40mm M1 Bofors, USA w British Mk 1 wheelsat Aberdeen Proving Grounds

By Clarke Cone
Aberdeen Proving Grounds in the United States tested most captured
Axis etc vehicles during and after WW.II to ascertain their
performance characteristics for Intelligence purposes. As AFV
modellers would be well aware, many of these vehicles (and guns)
have been on outside display at the Ground's museum for many
years, this being the source for measurement of many of them as
references for kits that have been released over the years.</p>

them as reference files in our publication 'in Miniature', with
appropriate photo credits being acknowledged.
Clark Cone has generously agreed to allow our club members to
access these photos for their personal use, and for our club to post
them as reference files in our publication 'in Miniature', with
appropriate photo credits being acknowledged.

This month we have a 40mm M1 Bofors, USA model with British Mk 1
wheels.

All of these photos on this CD are the copyright of Clark Cone of
North Carolina, USA and may not be sold or distributed without his
written authorisation.

Clark Cone has generously agreed to allow our club members to
access these photos for their personal use, and for our club to post

The rule shown in some photos to give scale is 2' overall, with one
half divided into 6" and 1" segments.
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Images from the Photo Collection of Warren Evans

by Warren Evans
Similarly to Allan Yee, Warren Evans has lent me an album from an
overseas trip in 1989 when he visited various Museums etc. Over the
next 5-6 issues, I will scan various images to be presented here.
<P align=justify>This time we have photos from the Swedish Air force
Museum Part 1 (the remainder will be presented next time).
(Steve - Editor).
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Ley Reynolds sent me a batch of photos of various types taken at the
Aircraft Park at Nowra plus some Gannets on the Fire Dump on the
FAA base.
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De Havilland DH.115 Vampire T33, 35 & 35A in RAAF Service Part 3 - 'Flaming Arrows' Aerobatic Team

Both airframes A79-603 and 651 photographed at Pearce. Photo: Peter Malone.

By Steve Mackenzie
As the next article in the long running series on the markings of Dual
Seat Vampires in RAAF service, this time I am going to cover the little
known 'Flaming Arrow' Aerobatic Team which was formed by 1 AFTS
at pearce for the 1960 Air Force Week activities. Two DH Vampire
T.35 airframes A79-603 and A79-651 are known to have been used by
the Team. There may have been others (but the Aircraft History Cards
only record their issue to 1 AFTS) However my feeling is that these
were the only ones.

The Colour Scheme was the standard one used at 1 AFTS at the time
(see issue 22/4) with the addition of the Team's insignia on the nose
(both sides). This consisted of a Black Arrow with Yellow and Red
accrutments (head, tips of the feathers and flames).

de Havilland DH.115 Vampire T.35, A79-603, 'Flaming Arrows' Aerobatic Team, 1 AFTS, Pearce, 1960
Painted overall Aluminium dope. Roundels are in six positions (Kangaroos on the fuselage and standard roundels on the wings). Serials are in
Black along with a small amount of stencilling on the airframe. There are 24" Yellow training bands around the tail booms and the wings. 'Flaming
Arrows' insgnia details as per below. Ref: Peter Malone photos above.
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Both airframes A79-603 again with A79-651 in the background at Pearce. Photo: Peter Malone.

Another photo of the nose of A79-603 from the AHMWA collection. Note '603' carried on the nose wheel bay door (but
not on the forward door - 651 is likely the same). Photo:AHMWA P018205 via Mick Mirkovic
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Team Insignia
As mentioned above the Team's insignia was based on their name - A
'Flaming Arrow' - a Black Arrow with Yellow and Red accrutments
(head, tips of the feathers and flames) as per the photo of it closeup on
the nose of A79-651 from Peter Malone and my drawing below.

de Havilland DH.115 Vampire T.35, A79-651, 'Flaming Arrows' Aerobatic Team, 1 AFTS, Pearce, 1960
Painted overall Aluminium dope. Roundels are in six positions (Kangaroos on the fuselage and standard roundels on the wings). Serials are in
Black along with a small amount of stencilling on the airframe. There are 24" Yellow training bands around the tail booms and the wings.
'Flaming Arrows' insgnia details as per above. Ref: Peter Malone photos.
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Images from the Photographic Library of the
Aviation Heritage Museum of W.A
The Photographic Library at the AHM of WA is a vast treasure of
photographic images from all periods of aviation history. We currently
have over 32,000 images in all forms from glass plate negatives,
nitrate & cellulose negatives, slides (colour & B/W), photos and
computer scans. The vast majority come from private collections and
most haven't been published before.
In the collection there are images from the dawn of aviation in W.A,
Australia and the World, WWI aircraft (including a rare selection of
prototypes of RFC/RAF and French aircraft) both from the Western
Front and the Middle East, England and even the Italian Front. There
is also post war civil and military, WWII (all fronts) and post WWII to
current times (civil & military). These photos are all under copyright to
the Museum and can only be published with due recognition to their
source.
These photos can be purchased from the Museum as the Museum's
Photo No. is shown next to each photo, if no number is shown it's
from my own personal collection. The Museum's address and details
are as below:
Aviation Heritage Museum of WA
Bull Creek Drive
Bull Creek WA 6149
Phone: (08)9311-4470
Fax : (08)9311-4455
Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au
Website:www.raafa.org.au
Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library
or myself.
Mick Mirkovic, Photographic Librarian, AHM of WA

P019292 - New York July 1940. B.O.A.C Empire
Flying Boat G-AFCZ 'Clare' moored at the Flying Boat base.
P019293 - ditto.
P019294 - ditto.
P019295 - And Again. A wonderfully atmospheric set of
images.

Caproni Ca309 Ghibli. This photo of 3 Sqn's hack is usually
said to be taken in Sicily, circa Sept 1943.

P019310 - 230 Sqn RAF, Lake Haven Berlin c.1948.
Sunderland Mk.V V887/4X-X unloading during the Berlin Airlift.
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P019312 - 210 Sqn RAF, Pembroke Dock c.1935. Short
Singapore Mk.III K3592 taking off.
P019333 - School of Air Fighting/ 5 Fighting School RAF,
Heliopolis, Egypt 1918. Sopwith Pup B60474.
P019335 - 1 School of Air Fighting RFC, Ayr c.1917. F.E.2b
with pilot.
P019336 - 5 Fighting School RAF, Heliopolis, Egypt 1918. S.
E.5a B615 being serviced.
P019338 - 5 Fighting School RAF, Heliopolis, Egypt 1918.S.
E.5a B615 being serviced outside a hangar.
P019339 - 1 School of Air Fighting RFC, Ayr c.1917. Bristol
F2b A7195.
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P019369 - Captured USAAC P-40E Warwark shown in japan
c.Sept 1945.
P019381 - USAAF c.1944. P-51D Mustang 44-13366 on a
factory test flight.
P019382 -USAAF c.1944. B-25H Mitchell 43-4550 on a factory
test flight off the Californian coast.
P019402 - 5yh AF, USAAF Moratai C.1945. Beech UC-43
Staggerwing #895 on it's back after ground looping.
P019409 - 497th Bomg Group, 20th AF, USAAF 1945. Boeing
B-29-40-BW 42-24586 'Little gem' having it's nose art touched
up.
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Editor's Notes - Mick sent a disk of photos from the collection of
the AHMWA. They will be run over the next few issues on this page.
On this occasion I have put together a spread of various subjects RFC/RAF 1917-18, some wonderful shots of a Empire Flying Boat in
1940 and a few USAAC/USAAF subjects.
Copies of any of these can be ordered from the Museum as above by
writing to their address for information on sizes available and prices
etc. Quote the above 'P' reference nos with any enquiries to identify
items required. (Steve)

RAAF Oddity #30 - CT-4As A19-51 and A19-69

CT-4A A19-051 of 1FTS Point Cook. Photo: RAAF Official

by Steve Mackenzie
One little known aspect of RAAF markings is the carrying of nose-art
by at least two of the CT-4As at 1 FTS, Point Cook near the end of
their service life. These photos of A19-51 and A19-69 show them to
advantage.

The airframes chosen were marked with the names of Senoir Offucers
within the unit, the 1 FTS C.o and Senoir Engineering Officer se seen
in the photos.. It would be nice if one of the decal manufacturers would
do decals for these two examples

Closeup of the artwork on A19-51 at 1 FTS Point
Cook. Photo: RAAF Official.
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CT-4A A19-69 at 1 FTS Point Cook. Photo: RAAF

Closeup of the artwork on A19-69 at 1 FTS Point Cook. Photo: RAAF Official.
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Review of Special Hobby 72194 1/72 C.A.C Wirraway Kit

by Dick Hourigan
This newly tooled kit of the Wirrawayhas been scaled down from the
earlier released 1/48th kit. Whilst there has been some areas of correction from the larger kit's errors, some of the previous errord have
been perpetuated and some new ones introduced (see Modelart issues 45, 46 and 47for details and reference photos).
Due to the smallere size of the parts some simplifications has been incorporated. 3-view colour profiles of the three decal options are printed
on the rear of the box. Note: These are all Mk.II Wuirraways with type
2 engine cowls (the same options as the 1/48th kit).
This kit is the usual short run type with no locating pins and sockets
but the average modeller should have no trouble aligning major parts
by excercising care.It is very important to note that the interior of the
fuselage and the cockpit frame were painted ALUMINIUM, not Interior
Green as advised by the instructions. A number of ejection pin marks
inside the fuselage need removing before test fitting the cockpit frame.
This frame needs to have the rearmost bay bent inwards to match the
width of Part b13(not mentioned in the instructions) before fitting the
cross braces Part B22 for the gun ring mount.
Another cross beam should be glued between the upper longerons to
help keep the framework square. Before fitting frame B32 the rear bar
should be removed as it does not exist in the real aircraft and the rear
instrument panel B23 mounted on the aft part of the X-frame. Cross
frame B15 should have only one diagonal tube, from right upper to
lower left side.

of the turn over truss, parts B3 and B9, should be checked before
glueing in place in case there is interference with the canopy. This scetion is painted Foliage Green to match the exterior.
No shelf is supplied for the radios B21 and B27 in the rear cockpit, so
if required it will have to be scratch built, a simple strip of plastic card
will do the job. The kit provides two Scarff gun rings B1 and B4. Only
B4 is appropiate and should be mounted with the rear slightly raised
about 1mm above and forward of the apex of the two frames B22. The
inaccurate gun should be replaced with the correct type, a Vickers MkI
type I 'K' type (Aeroclub part no. G005). No seat belts are provided so
the use of an after market etched Sutton type on both seats will enhance this obvious area.
A positive improvement is that the post WW.II Bubble for the rear of
the rear canopy which is not required is moulded as a separate part
saving the job of sanding it off.
A resin engine cowl is supplied (D1) but as a type 3 is incorrect for the
three kit options. However the unumbered correct parts are on sprue A
and should be used in conjunction with the Oil C cAREFUL ALIGNMENT OF THE RESIN FIREWALL d12ooler duct B12 and Carburettor
B30. Careful alignment of the resin Firewall D2 with the plastic fuselage is essential so the exhaust pipes exit in the correct position.

Continued Over Page

The rear control column B17 should be mounted 5mm further forward
or stowed on the right hand side frame and the kits incorrect mounting
between the floor boards on part B3 removed for accuracy. The height
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When cleaning off the pouring path of the resin engine D3 do not remove too much material from the rear as as this is needed to provide a
mount to locate it into the front of D2. This distance will have to be
carefully checked so that when the cowl is fitted it doesn't overlap the
exhaust pipes. The box art gives a clear illustration of the location, and
the side profile shows the correct propellor clearance Careful trial fitting is required for a correct fit. Note that the correct orientation of the
engine has the upper cylinder on the aircraft centre line.
The propellor is slightly improved over the 1/48th kit item, and should
be painted Matt Black with 4" scale Yellow tips. Alternatively the Aeroclub one (P003) is much more accurate.
The radio antenna mast B31 needs a wire inserted into it's base to provide adequete support rather than being butt mounted !!, especially if
the antenna cable is added as shown on the profiles.
The wingspan is almost correct, only three scale inches over 43 feet,
and has a number of ejection pin marks that are easily removed. The
interior of the landing light recess should be Matt Black and when
painting the wing the uppersurface colour should cover tje upper part
of the transparency to the leading edge centre line.
Fortunately the pitot mast B26 is too long so a hole can be drilled in
the right hand wing leading edge and the mast inserted into that so a
scale 2 feet not including the lower portion protudes. When installing
the main landing gear legs do not use parts B14 as the hydraulic retract struts on a Wirraway are hidden inside the outer wing panels.
Notes on the accuaracy of the three colour schemes are the same as
the 1/48 kit as written in the referenced Modelart issues (45,46 & 47).
Stencil No.8 is incorrect as it should read 'Lift Here'at the fuselage tube
stowage not 'Jack Here'!.
The wing tip and tail fin navigation lights are moulded in place and will
need painting at the completion of the camouflaging. As they are not
mentioned in the instructions, they should be painted Red to Port and
green to Starboard and White on the fin.
For those modellers wishing to enhance their model, the detail photos
mentioned will enable such items such as cockpit footsteps, antenna
outlet insulator, upper identification light, wing centre section stiffeners,
aileron trim tab actuators, etc to be added. (Also this publication 'in
Miniature' has had detail photos from Alan Yee etc, Manual Illustrations from the AHMWA (courtesy of Dick I believe) and a number of
colour scheme articles over the last 5 years, which will assist - Editor).
By following these notes this very neat and well moulded kit can be
turned into a more accurate replica of one of the RAAF's most iconic
aircraft.

R.Hourigan 11th March 2010
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Reviews
Starmer's Armour Decals - Part 1. British
Expeditionary Force Division and Arm of
Service markings.
The arrival of this decal sheet on my doorstep came as something of a
surprise to me. As I have a major interest in both the Armoured
Fighting Vehicles during the early war “Blitzkrieg” period, and also as a
fan of British armour in general. I am more than aware of the excellent
work Mr Mike Starmer has done in the study of British camouflage and
markings during WW2.

New stuff from Ozmods
Greg Anderson from Ozmods has sent me the above promotional
material on their latest products as per above. Full details of what is
included with each kit is available from the Ozmods website at 'http://
www.users.bigpond.net.au/ozmodsscales/main.html'.
Note - The daring promotion is dated April, so if interested check the
website to ensure that it is still valid before ordering.

I have several of his publications, and his research in the area of the
British “Caunter” schemes of the early Desert War period has been a
godsend. And yet, I was never aware that he has his own line of
decals! So this sheet has truly been illuminating for me.
What you get is a clip seal bag containing the decal sheet itself and a
sheet giving some general details regarding the markings themselves
and who they are applicable to. The set itself is designed for small
scale armour, and in that typical British way is specifically scaled at
1/76. Yet no doubt they could easily be applied to any 1/72 scale kit.
The decals are of the waterslide type and are printed on a light blue
paper allowing for good visibility when picking out then cutting out
specific decals. Considering the size of some of them, this is just as
well! The decals themselves are quite finely detailed (they have to be!)
and have minimal carrier film on the individual Divisional and Arm of
Service decals. Yet the modeller should be aware that all the numbers
are printed on lengths of carrier film that so that they will have to be
separated and trimmed accordingly.
Saturation of the printed details is quite good although if I have to be
picky, there appears to be the one issue with the red HD of the
Highland Division and the red Diamond of the 28th Infantry Division
(1st. Lothians) having the faintest white line along the edge which only
is visible due to them both being printed on a dark blue background.
And this is not major as I really had to study all the decals to see if
there were any problems and this is all that could be found. And I have
to confess this is really being pedantic. Considering the size of the
decals in this scale and the intricate details involved, the results of what
you get are nothing short of excellent.
The instruction sheet at first appears very basic. But when studied it
supplies all relevant details pertaining to the decals with information
specifying which decals are for which Division. hich coloured geometric
signs are for which Arm of Service, and which numbers are to be
applied onto them.
Further tables are then supplied informing the modeller which of these
numbers are for what unit, so all the modeller requires for an accurate
set of markings is there. The sheet even includes a 3 view plan of a
Vickers Mk VI tank showing locations for the markings of BEF vehicles
which is a generic layout for all BEF armour.
A list of references is also provided although one omission is Dick
Taylor’s superb series on British camouflage and markings 1903-2003.
erhaps because only volumes 1&2 of an ultimate 4 part series have so
far been published. Being decals, the ultimate test of quality is of
course the application to a kit.
Unfortunately I don’t have any small scale BEF armour for me to test
them out. Yet.
I do have a 1/72 A10 Cruiser which has been sitting on the shelf
waiting for me to get motivated to add a lot of missing details. So
perhaps now this is the best opportunity for me to get it going.
This set is certainly starting to inspire me.
Highly recommended.

Review By Shane Black
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Reviews
Review of Southern Sky Models 1/72
Cessna 180 Decals

decal sheet was returned to the Manufacturer on the grounds that it
did not match the advertised description

R.Hourigan 13th Nov 2009
Manufacturer: Southern Sky Models, Bassebnden, W.A.
Catalogue Number: SSM 72034
Price: A$14..95
Options: A98-150 or A98-350
Description: Two small sheets of decal, coloured markings are laser
printed on one sheet/ The other contains white lettering, multiple
numbers and the White backing for the national markings.
Disadvantages: Careful application pf the coloured markings over the
White backing decal is required to create the infill between the Red
and Blue. A major fault is that only the fin flash is the correct size for
1/72. All the roundels and serial numbers are 20 - 30% too small for
1/72 (Reference RAAF drawing A13141 for Cessna 180, covering all
amendments for the period Feb 1959 to May 1975, plus research
from extensive photo collection)..
Examples: Fuselage roundels were 20" diameter, decal roundel is 14"
Wing roundels were 27" diameter, decal roundel is 22"
Serialss were 8" high, decal is 6"
Fuselage 'ARMY' titles were 8" high, decal is 7"
'ARMY' titles on the wings were 20" high, the decal has two different
sizes, neither of which match this size with incorrect letter widths.
Advantages - None due to inaccurate sizes as noted.
Recommendation: None.
Comments - The instruction sheet profiles are not a usable scale with
the side views having squashed engine cowls and a shortened tail
wheel leg. The cowl shape approximates the C-180A version (A98350). A98-150 was a C-180E which had a different cowling.
Further Background: Army C180s were painted GLOSS OLIVE
DRAB BS381C:289, which equates to FS14098 (Note: Vietnam
operated aircraft were a MATT). The camouflage pattern on A98-350
was a Black/ Green, approx FS14092. Flourescent Orange panels
were FS18903.
The sheet was previosly released in 1/41st, the scale for the old
Monogram kit, as SSM034 with the same discrepancies.
The research DATA quoted was used by the reviewer for the
restoration of VH-TVD when it was restored to its original A98-350
1967 yjat it did not match the advertised description.C&M in 1988. The
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Addendum: Since the original review was written the Manufacturer
to his credit has reworked this decal following the reviewer's advice
that the markings were undersized for 1/72 scale and re-released it
with correct sizes.
Note that the disproportunate sizes are still evident on the instruction
sheet and that the profile for A98-150 (C-180E model) is still a
squashed version of the C-180A type. Intending purchasers should
request the updated version.

P.S - The only known 1/72 scale kit of the Cessna 180 is by KheeKha Art Products (Kit #005, Cessna 180/185 series) from Alaska USA
which is a vacform with resin parts. Price was USD$20.00 plus
postage, my cost was A$32.31 in OCT 2008. Khee-Kha's adress is:
<br> P.O Box B75638, Wasilla, Alaska, USA 99687
I found their website very easy to oprate at http://www.mtaonline.net/
~zdk/
R.Hourigan Jan 2010

Review by Dick Hourigan

